10-YEAR CONCEPTUAL PLAN

Central Campus is a hub of learning activity and knowledge sharing, and it accommodates most academic and research facilities. Central Campus is home to the historic academic core and is characterized by significant open spaces framed by a mix of historic and recent buildings. The 10-year conceptual plan for Central Campus is designed to:

- Preserve and enhance the character of the historic setting and its significant buildings and open spaces.
- Maintain existing building height limits.
- Concentrate development along the periphery of Campus sector to minimize interference with the existing campus character.
- Provide additional capacity to support the University’s educational, research and service missions.
Universal access connections to Red Square from Memorial Way and Campus Parkway

Enhance gateway at NE 40th Street; activate and frame street edges

Make Red Square more inviting

Improve universal access connections to Red Square

Protect and enhance Mt. Rainier view corridor and universal access
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